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Rookey is a great modified hockey game that is played at the end of each  
Hook in2 Hockey session. The zone-based game is a fantastic way to learn the 
skills of hockey in a safe and fun environment.

Welcome to the Hook in2 Hockey Coaching Pack. Hook in2 Hockey has been 
redesigned to be suitable as a Community (club or association) program as well 
as a primary school program.

This Coaching Pack contains session plans for Centres delivering Hook in2 Hockey 
School and Community Stage 1 programs.

Format

Each Hook in2 Hockey session is divided into four sections:
1. Warm up activity – running and chasing-based games. 

2.  Skill activitiES (x 4) – pairs and small group activities designed to teach 
participants the basics of a skill. 
+ indicates a progression or change to the activity.

 
3.  Skill GamE – small games where participants can challenge each other using 

the skills they have learnt.

4. rookEy – a modified junior hockey game utilising zones.

Group manaGement

Centres are recommended to allocate one Leader for every 12–15 participants. 

Groups of participants can rotate around the Skill Activities during a session in 
any order, with the exception of Session 10: Passing – Hit, when the Skill Activities 
should be completed by all participants in order, from Skill Activity 1 to 4.

Centre Coordinators and Leaders should decide on the duration of each activity or 
game according to the group size, participants ability and the space available.

rules oF rookey

1. tHE Ball muSt BE oN tHE GrouND at all timES
  if the ball becomes raised from the playing surface, all players must wait for it  

to return to the ground before attempting to play it.
 n.B. Players should not raise the head of their stick above waist height at any time.

2. No BoDy coNtact
  Sticks may touch during the game but players bodies should not come  

into contact.

3. No StoppiNG or kickiNG tHE Ball WitH FEEt
  if the ball hits a players foot without them looking to control it or propel it,  

then play on.

4. oNly oNE playEr caN tacklE aNotHEr playEr at oNE timE
  Players should also be encouraged not to tackle from behind the player with  

the ball.

5.  playErS muSt BE tHrEE Stick lENGtHS aWay From tHE Ball at  
‘FrEE playS’

  Free plays are awarded when a player breaks one of the Rules of Rookey  
and they allow a player to either pass the ball to a team mate or dribble the  
ball themselves.

IntroductIon rookey
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number oF players  
per team Hockey pItcH* no Hockey pItcH

6 Quarter field Width 30–35m Length 50–60m

7 Quarter field Width 30–35m Length 50–60m

8 Half field Width 40–45m Length 65–75m

9 Half field Width 40–45m Length 65–75m

*Goals are positioned on the sidelines.
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The Rookey pitch is divided into three zones of equal size using cones or markers 
along the sideline and if required, across the playing area.Goals can be created 
using cones or markers and should be three metres wide.

The size of a Rookey pitch will depend on the number of players per team.  
Below is a guide to the size pitch required for different numbers of players.  
The diagrams on the opposite page show how many players are positioned within 
the three zones depending on the number of players per team.

rookey pItcHes

Here are some hints to help you run a rookey game:
• Teams should be of a similar age and physical size and ability.
•  Players are divided into three zones being for defenders, midfielders and attackers.
• Players should stay in their zone to avoid crowding around the ball.
•  During a game of Rookey, Leaders should rotate players into each zone to give 

them an opportunity to be a defender, midfielder and attacker.
• There are no goalkeepers or ‘kicking backs’.
•  A one touch bully^ is used to start and restart a game after a goal has been 

scored in the middle of the playing area.
•  A player who consistently breaches the rules should be rested or interchanged.
• Talk to the players during the game to let them know what they can and can’t do.

^ A bully is a when the ball is placed between two players with their sticks on 
the ground to the right of the ball. They then tap the flat faces of their sticks 
together once just over the ball after which they can both play the ball.

remember rookey is designed to get kids active and to be fun, so be creative!

playInG rookey

CoaChing PaCk: SChool & Community – Stage 1 Program
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drIbblInG   
open & closed (Forestick)1

skIll actIvIty 1       rob the nest skIll actIvIty 2       dribble relay

skIll actIvIty 3       Flag race skIll actIvIty 4       dribble chasey

skIll Game       octopus

Players in one group.The Leader is the ‘octopus’ 
who tries to tackle the ‘fish’ (Players 1–12) as they 
dribble across the playing area. if the Leader tackles 
a player and pushes his/her ball outside the playing 
area they become ‘seaweed’. They must then remain 
where they were tackled but they can tackle other 
fish.The winner is the last fish not to be tagged.
n.B. Use an area approximately the width of all 
the fish with their arms outstretched.

SeSSion 1 – DriBBling

Players in four teams of between four and eight 
each. A central ‘nest’ of balls is placed in the 
playing area. one player at a time from each 
team runs to the nest and dribbles the ball back 
to their teams nest. When all players from a 
team have collected a ball from the central nest, 
all members of their team are allowed to ‘steal’ 
balls from other team’s nests and dribble them 
back to their teams nest. no tackling allowed.
activity type = Race for teams to collect the 
most balls.

Players in teams of between four and eight 
each. Player 1 dribbles to the nearest cone and 
leaves the ball, runs back to his her/her team, 
collects another ball and repeats the process 
for the remaining cones. Player 2 then dribbles 
each ball left at the cones by Player 1 one by 
one back to his/her team.
activity type = Race to completion.

Players in teams of between four and eight each. 
Player 1 dribbles a ball around a cone and dribbles 
it back to their team. All other players repeat this.
activity type = Race to completion.

Players in pairs. Both players dribble  
anti-clockwise around two cones and attempt  
to catch and overtake each other. Players score 
a point each time they overtake their partner.
+ Additional cones/players can be introduced. 
activity type = Race to catch other player(s).

team a
team a

team b

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms extended in front of the body.
•  The ball is slightly in front of the body and to the right of 

the feet.
•  The stick is at an angle of 45° to the surface with the face 

pointing forward.
•  As you are running the stick is in constant contact with 

the ball.
•  You should look up regularly to view the play  

situation (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       closed dribbling

Closed dribbling 
means you are 

always in contact 
with the ball so you 
can easily play the 
ball at all times.

Hot  
Hint!

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is more upright than closed dribbling with 

the arms extended in front of the body.
•  The ball is slightly in front of the body and to the right of 

the feet.
•  The stick is at an angle of 45° to the surface with the face 

pointing forward.
•  As you are running the stick taps the ball slightly in front of 

the feet to run onto and tap again.
•  You should look up regularly to view the play  

situation (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       open dribbling

Tapping the ball 
into space also 

allows you to run 
very quickly and 
raise your eyes  
to look up and  
view the play.

Hot  
Hint!

team a

leader

Players in one group. All players run at the same time 
from one side of an area to the other and back again with 
the ball balanced in the open palm of the hand. The aim 
is not to drop the ball and ‘break the egg’. Players who 
‘break their egg’, stand where it was dropped and other 
players have to avoid running into them. The winner is 
the last player not to break their egg.
+ The players with ‘broken eggs’ are allowed to move 
around without touching the players running past them.

Warm up actIvIty       egg & spoon race key to actIvItIes

Markers

Path of player without 
the ball

Path of ball (push/hit)

Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp
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skIll Game       Hockey volleyball

skIll actIvIty 1       pairs push skIll actIvIty 2       bowls Hockey

passInG   
push2

Warm up actIvIty       all-in tag

Players in one group. All players try to tag all other 
players. Those players who are tagged continue to tag 
others from a crouched position.

Players in two teams of between six and eight 
each. Both teams stay in their own half and try 
to score a point by push passing the ball over the 
opposition teams back line. Play starts with Team 
A push passing the ball from behind their own 
back line into the Team B’s half. Team B try to 
trap the ball and their players can not dribble the 
ball. Team B can then push pass the ball to each 
other up to two times before push passing it into 
Team A’s half. 

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with the arms to the right of the body.
•  The stick is at an angle of 60° to the surface with the face pointing forward.
•  The ball is to the right of the body and beside the right foot.
•  To push the ball, step towards it with your left foot and turn the right shoulder towards the ball and 

push it with the hook of the stick.
•  Maintain a good overview of the play situation (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       push

skIll actIvIty 1       pairs push skIll actIvIty 2       bowls Hockey

skIll actIvIty 3       circle ball skIll actIvIty 4       Wall pass

key to actIvItIes

Markers

Path of player without 
the ball

Path of ball (push/hit)

Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp

As per Skill Activity 1, “Pairs Push” but players 
are at least 10 metres apart. Player 1 push 
passes the ball so that it stops just in front of 
Player 2. Player 2 then push passes the ball so 
that it stops just in front of Player 1.
activity type = Count the number of passes that 
stop within one metre of the target.

Players in pairs and approximately five metres 
apart. Player 1 push passes the ball on the 
forestick to Player 2 who traps the ball on their 
forestick. Player 2 then passes to Player 1.
activity type = Time based. Count the number 
of consecutive passes and traps made.

Players in groups of between four and eight. 
Player 1 stands in the middle of the group. Player 1 
passes the ball to Player 2 who traps the ball and 
passes it back. This is then repeated with all the 
players on the outside.
+  Players 2–7 must run around the outside of 

the group after passing the ball to Player 1.
activity type = Race to completion or time 
based counting the number of passes made.

Players in groups of between five and eight 
positioned opposite each other. The ball is 
passed and trapped in a ‘zig zag’ pattern from 
the first to last player and then back again.
activity type = Race between groups or time 
based, counting the number of consecutive 
passes made.

p1

p2 p5

p3 p4

Hot  
Hint!

Push passes are the ideal technique for a 
short, quick passes. When pushing on the run, 
keep running at normal pace, so you can still 
decide not to pass..

SeSSion 2 – PaSSing

(5M) (10M)

team a team b
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3

Players in groups of three or four. Player 1 is 
the ‘piggy’ and Players 2–4 attempt to pass the 
ball to each other without Player 1 trapping the 
ball. Players 2–4 can only move two steps in any 
direction and Player 1 can not tackle but only 
intercept the ball. if the Player 1 traps the ball 
the player who passed the ball becomes the 
new piggy.
activity type = Point scoring. Player who is the 
piggy fewest times is the winner.

Players in pairs approximately five metres 
apart. Player 1 push passes on their forestick 
attempting to get the ball between the two cones 
of Player 2 and score a point. Player 2 tries to 
trap the ball and if successful he/she can try and 
push the ball past Player 1. if Player 1 scores 
then he/she gets to push the ball again.
activity type = Point scoring.

As per Skill Acitvity 4 “The Wall”, but the group 
is divided into two teams of equal numbers who 
compete against each other.

skIll descrIptIon       Forestick

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms in front from the body.
•  Bring the stick down early at an angle of 30° to the 

surface with the face pointing forward.
•  Receive the ball near the right foot and on the area just 

above the hook of the stick.
•  Watch the ball onto the stick and don’t move the stick at 

moment of contact.
• Control the ball with one touch.
•  Scan the play situation before receiving to decide on the 

next action (vision).

Hot  
Hint!

Prepare to receive the 
ball very early and  
watch the ball onto  
the stick.

skIll descrIptIon       reverse stick

• Use the basic grip on reverse stick.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms to the left and in front from the body.
• Turn your upper body slightly to the left.
•  Bring the stick down early at an angle of 60° to the 

surface with the face pointing forward.
• Receive the ball beside the left foot and on the tip of the stick.
•  Watch the ball onto the stick and don’t move the stick at 

moment of contact.
• Control the ball with one touch.
•  Scan the play situation before receiving to decide on the 

next action (vision).

Hot  
Hint!

it is harder for your 
opponent to get to the 
ball because the body 
protects it.

receIvInG tHe ball  
stationary traps

skIll actIvIty 1       pairs trap skIll actIvIty 2       through the Gate

skIll actIvIty 3       piggy in the middle skIll actIvIty 4       the Wall

skIll Game       Wall ball

(5M)

Players in one group. All players run around in random 
directions avoiding body contact with other players.  
The coach calls a number and players form groups of 
that size by holding hands or huddling together.

Warm up actIvIty       egg & spoon race key to actIvItIes

Markers
Path of player without 
the ball
Path of ball (push/hit)
Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp

p1
p2

p3

p4

SeSSion 3 – reCeiving the Ball

ForestIck trap

(5M)

Groups of up to 12. Player 1 is the ‘pusher’ and 
Players 2–12 are ‘the wall’. Player 1 tries to 
pass the ball past Players 2–12 to score a point. 
Players 2–12 can only move from side to side 
between their cones as can Player 1 between 
his/her cones. if a player in the wall traps the 
ball then he/she swaps with the Player 1.
+  Remove a player(s) from the wall and make 

him/her an additional pusher(s) allowing them 
to pass to each other.

activity type = Point scoring.

p2

p1

p3

p4

p5

Players in pairs approximately five metres apart. 
Player 1 push passes the ball on the forestick 
to Player 2 who traps the ball on the forestick. 
Player 2 then passes to Player 1. 
+ Repeat for traps on the reverse stick.
activity type = Time based. Count the number of 
consecutive passes and traps made.
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4
receIvInG tHe ball 
moving from left to right

Players in two teams of between six and eight each. 
The Leader ‘bowls’ (push pass) at the wicket where 
Player A1 tries to trap the ball and push it forward. 
Player A1 then runs around cone  as many times 
a possible to score runs. Team B trap the ball and 
pass it to the Leader who then bowls immediately. 
if the ball goes through the wicket Player A1 is out 
and Player A2 is in. Swap teams either after a certain 
time or all players on a team have batted once.

 SeSSion 4 – reCeiving the Ball

skIll actIvIty 1       pairs push ball skIll actIvIty 2       leader pass

skIll actIvIty 3       side to side skIll actIvIty 4       no one Home

skIll Game       continuous cricket Hockey

Players in pairs. Player 1 passes the ball in front 
of Player 2 who receives the ball and dribbles a 
few metres, before passing the ball in front of 
Player 1. Passing continues until players reach 
the end of the playing area where they turn and 
pass/dribble back.
activity type = Race or time based, counting the 
number of consecutive passes made.

Players in groups of three. Player 2 starts at 
cone  and moves towards cone . Player 1 
passes to Player 2 who receives the ball, dribbles 
to cone , turns and passes it Player 3. Player 2 
moves back towards cone  and Player 3 passes 
to him/her who receives the ball, dribbles to cone 
, turns and passes it Player 1.
activity type = Count the consecutive passes 
made during a certain period.

Players in groups of three. Player 1 push passes 
the ball towards cone  as Player 2 runs from 
cone  to receive the ball at cone . Player 2 
then turns and push passes the ball from cone 
 towards cone  as Player 3 runs from cone to 
receive the ball at cone . Player 3 then turns and 
push passes the ball towards cone  as Player 1 
runs from cone to receive the ball at cone.
activity type = Count the consecutive passes 
made during a certain period.

Players in groups of up to 12. Leader passes the 
ball to Player 1 from their left side as he/she runs 
from cone  to cone . Player 1 receives the ball 
on their forestick and dribbles around cone , to 
the Leader, leaves their ball, and rejoins the group.
+  Leader passes the ball from the players right 

side and players receive on their reverse stick.
activity type = Race to completion between groups.

leader

team b: FIelders team a: batters

WiCkeT 
AReA

a1

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms to the right of the body.
•  Bring the stick down early at an angle of 60° to the surface.
•  Receive the ball a little to the right and in front of the body 

and on the shaft just above the hook.
•  Watch the ball onto the stick and don’t move the stick at 

moment of contact.
•  Use no more than two touches to control the ball.
•  Scan the play situation before receiving to decide on the 

next action (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       Forestick from left

Hot  
Hint!

the player maintains a 
good view of the game 
situation ahead and can 
therefore accelerate.

skIll descrIptIon       reverse stick

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms to the right of the body.
• Turn your upper body to the right.
•  Bring the stick down early at an angle of 45° to the 

surface to the right of the body.
•  Receive the ball to the right of the right foot and on the hook 

of the stick.
•  Watch the ball onto the stick and don’t move the stick at 

moment of contact.
• Control the ball with one touch.
•  Scan the play situation before receiving to decide on the 

next action (vision).

Hot  
Hint!

receiving on the  
reverse stick from the 
right allows the player  
to maintain speed.

Players in pairs within one group. on a signal, one 
player in each pair, the tagger, tries to tag their partner. 
Their partner uses different moves, such as leading, 
dodging and changing direction to avoid being tagged.

Warm up actIvIty       egg & spoon race

leader

p1

p2

PASS 1

PASS 2PASS 3

PASS 4

start

p2

p3

p1

PASS 1

PASS 2

PASS 3

startp1 p2

p3

key to actIvItIes

Markers
Path of player without 
the ball
Path of ball (push/hit)
Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp
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tacklInG 
block/Flat (Forestick)

 SeSSion 5 – taCkling

Groups of up to 12. Players A1 and Player A2 
attempt to pass and dribble the ball past 
Players B1–B4 who can only move sideways to 
tackle. if Players B1–B4 get possession of the 
ball he/she can pass the ball outside of the 
playing area and Player 1 or Player 2 collects 
the ball and return to the group.

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with the arms in front of the body.
•  The stick position at moment of tackling is no more than 15° to the surface.
•  The stick should be square (at a right angle) to the line the ball is travelling.
•  The ball should be positioned in front of the defenders body to make the tackle.
• Tackle using the shaft of the stick and do not swing the stick towards the ball.
•  keep watching the ball at all times during the tackle.
•  Scan the play situation once in possession to decide on the next action (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       block/Flat

Players in one group. Three players form a ‘net’ by 
holding hands and they try to catch other players, who are 
the ‘fish’, by surrounding them. Caught players join the 
net and the game continues. The net can only catch other 
players when all members of the net are holding hands.

Warm up actIvIty       Fish in the net

skIll actIvIty 1       pairs tackle skIll actIvIty 2       pass & tackle

skIll actIvIty 3       keepings off skIll actIvIty 4       chase tackle

skIll Game       run the GauntletHot  
Hint!

make the tackle at the last moment and move 
quickly to a low position to avoid getting stuck 
and eliminated.

key to actIvItIes

Markers

Path of player without 
the ball

Path of ball (push/hit)

Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp

Players in groups of between four and six. 
Player 1 is the tackler and Players 2–6  
attempt to pass the ball to each other without 
Player 1 gaining possession. if Player 1 gets 
possession of the ball the player who last 
touched the ball becomes the new tackler.
+  Players 2–6 are not allowed to pass to the 

player next to them.
activity type = Point scoring. Player who is in 
the middle the fewest times is the winner.

Players in pairs. Player 1 tries to dribble past 
Player 2 and through his/her ‘goal’ (cones and/or 
a line) to score a point. if Player 1 scores then  
he/she keeps the ball, the players swap ends, 
and Player 1 tries to dribble past Player 2 again.  
if Player 2 successfully tackles Player 1 he/she 
can try and dribble past Player 1 and score a goal.
activity type = Point scoring.

As per Skill Activity 1, “Pairs Tackle” but Player 1 
passes the ball to Player 2 and follows his/her 
pass. Player 2 traps the ball and then tries to 
dribble past Player 1.
activity type = Point scoring.

Players in pairs. Player 1 is the dribbler and 
Player 2 is the tackler. Player 1 tries to score a 
point by dribbling through his/her goal  
(cones and/or a line). Player 2 starts to the 
right of Player 1 and chases him/her trying to 
make a tackle. if Player 2 gets possession of the 
ball then he/she can score a point by dribbling 
through Player 1’s goal.
activity type = Point scoring.

p1 p2 p1 p2

a1

b1

b2

b3

a2

start

p1

p4

p5

p2

p3 p1

p2
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6 

Players in groups of between four and eight. 
Players A1 and B1 start dribbling the ball at the 
same time alternately around a  cone and  
cone before pushing the ball into a goal where 
the Leader is positioned. once the ball has gone 
into the goal Players A2 and B2 can start indian 
dribbling through the cones.
activity type = Point scoring as teams.

Players in pairs. Player 2 places his/her stick 
down in front of Player 1. Player 1 plays the ball 
backwards and forwards on the ground along 
the length of the stick of Player 2. Player 2 counts 
the number of stick lengths Player 1 indian 
Dribbles in a certain time. only a complete stick 
length counts as a point.
activity type = Point scoring.

Players in teams of between five and eight. 
Player 1 dribbles the ball in and out of his/her 
teams cones before turning and dribbling the 
ball in and out of the cones and passing to  
Player 2. All players must repeat the dribble/pass.
activity type = Race to completion.

Players in teams of between four and eight.  
All players have a ball and stand next to a cone. 
Player 1 dribbles around each cone/player and 
stops at the first unoccupied cone. Player 2 can 
then start dribbling. All players must repeat this.
activity type = Race to completion

Team A are ‘dribblers’ and Team B are ‘robbers’. 
Team A dribble and Team B try and get 
possession of their balls. if a players ball goes 
outside the playing area then they are out and 
they move outside the playing area. The winner is 
the last dribbler who has possession of their ball.
+  Dribblers who have lost their ball can stand 

on the edge of the playing area and pass balls 
back to dribblers who can continue dribbling.

+  Dribblers who have lost their ball become robbers.

drIbblInG  
Indian dribble 

 SeSSion 6 – DriBBling

• Use the basic grip.
• The left hand grips the stick at the top of the handle and turns it.
• The right hand has a loose grip and allows the stick to be turned but also steers the direction of the stick.
• Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with the arms extended in front of the body.
• The stick is positioned at an angle of 50° to the surface with the face pointing forward.
• The ball is slightly in front of the body and to the right of the feet.

the movement sequence is:
1.  Bring the ball with the hook of the stick from the forestick to the reverse stick and then using the tip, 

back to the forestick.
2. Make sure that the stick turns oVeR the ball i.e. across the front of the ball and not behind the ball.
3. The running pattern is independent from the dribbling pattern.
4. keep the ball in front of the body and look up during dribbling (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       Indian dribble

Players in two teams of equal numbers. each player has 
a stick. Team A place their sticks on the ground with the 
round side facing up. Team B place their sticks on the 
ground with the flat side facing up. on a signal from the 
Leader, players run around trying to flip over the other 
group’s markers to match their own.

Warm up actIvIty       Flip It

skIll actIvIty 1       Indian dribble test skIll actIvIty 2       snakes race

skIll actIvIty 3       Indian dribble relay skIll actIvIty 4       leaderball

skIll Game       Indian dribblers and robbersHot  
Hint! By using the indian Dribble the opponent can 

not see what the player is going to do next.

team a
team b

b1

a1

p1

p2 p3 p1

 team a: drIbblers  team b: robbers

key to actIvItIes

Markers

Path of player without 
the ball

Path of ball (push/hit)

Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp
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passInG  
sweep7

Players in two teams of between six and eight 
each. each team has a ‘receiver’ in their teams 
attacking end zone. To score teams must pass 
the ball to their receiver who must control the 
ball within the end zone. A push pass to the 
receiver scores one point and a sweep pass scores 
three points. Players other than the receiver can 
not enter the end zone. Tackling and dribbling is 
allowed. When a goal is scored, the receiver is 
swapped with another player from the same team.

• Use the double V grip.
•  Body weight should be over the left leg with the left knee 

bent to 90° and the right knee close to the surface.
•  The arms are almost fully extended with the hands over 

the left foot at impact.
•  The ball is slightly to the right of the body and in front of 

the left foot.
•  The stick is almost horizontal at impact with contact 

made just above the hook.

the movement sequence is:
1. Step with the left foot towards the ball 
2. Turn the left shoulder towards the ball 
3. Backswing – the stick goes along/over the ground 
4. Swing – keeping the head still and eyes on the ball 
5. Contact with the back face of the ball 
6. Follow through – the wrists cross over

•  The passing line is changed by changing the position of 
the left foot.

•  ensure you have decided on the passing line before you 
sweep the ball.

skIll descrIptIon       sweep

skIll actIvIty 1       pairs sweep skIll actIvIty 2       square sweep

skIll actIvIty 3       through the Wall skIll actIvIty 4       sweep Hockey volleyball

skIll Game       end ball

 SeSSion 7– PaSSing

receIver receIver

Warm up actIvIty       loose carriage

Players in groups of three form a train (engine and two 
carriages). A few ‘loose carriages’ (taggers) try to join 
the end of the trains. if the loose carriages join the 
train they can call “Go” and the engine uncouples and 
becomes a loose carriage.

Groups of four using two balls. Player 1 sweeps 
the ball to Player 2 and at the same time Player 3 
sweeps the ball to Player 4. Then Player 2 sweeps 
the ball to Player 3 and at the same time Player 4 
sweeps the ball to Player 1.
+ Change the direction of the pass. 
+ introduce a third or fourth ball. 
activity type = Time based. Count the number of 
consecutive passes and traps made.

Players in pairs approximately five metres  
apart. Player 1 sweeps the ball on the forestick 
to Player 2 who traps the ball on their forestick. 
Player 2 then sweeps to Player 1 who traps the 
ball on their forestick.
activity type = Time based. Count the number 
of consecutive passes and traps made.

Groups of up to 12. Player 1 tries to sweep the 
ball past Players 2–12 to score a point. Players 
2–12 can only move from side to side between 
their cones as can Player 1 between his/her 
cones. if a player in the wall traps the ball then 
he/she swaps with the Player 1.
+ Remove a player(s) from the wall and make 
him/her an additional sweeper(s) allowing them 
to pass to each other.
activity type = Point scoring.

Players in two teams of between six and eight 
each. Both teams stay in their own half and try 
to score a point by sweeping the ball over the 
opposition teams back line. Play starts with Team A 
sweeping the ball from behind their own back line 
into Team B’s half. Team B try to trap the ball and 
their players can not dribble the ball. Team B can 
then push pass the ball to each other up to two 
times before sweeping it into Team A’s half. 
activity type = Point scoring. 

Hot  
Hint!

the sweep can produce greater distances in 
passing than the push; it is also easier to keep 
the ball on the ground.

p1

p2

p3

p4

 SeSSion 7 – PaSSing

(5M)

PASS 1

PASS 2 PASS 2

PASS 1

p1p2

p3 p4

team a team b

key to actIvItIes

Markers

Path of player without 
the ball

Path of ball (push/hit)

Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp
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skIll actIvIty 1       come & Get It skIll actIvIty 2       Get & Give

skIll actIvIty 3       Go, Get & Give skIll actIvIty 4       the Weave
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receIvInG tHe ball  
moving from Front & behind8

Players in teams of between four and eight. 
Player 1 passes the ball to Player 2 and follows 
their pass towards Player 2 who traps the ball 
and passes it back to Player 1 to receive running 
forwards. Player 1 then passes the ball to  
Player 3 to receive running forwards.
+  Players receive the ball from behind. 
activity type = Race to completion.

Players in groups of between four and eight. 
Player 1 push passes the ball to Player 2 who 
receives the ball running forwards before turning 
and dribbling around cone  and push passing 
to Player 3 who is running forwards. Player 3 
turns and dribbles around cone  and push 
passes to Player 4 who is running forwards.
+  Player 2 receives the ball from behind.
activity type = Time based. Count the number  
of consecutive passes and traps made.

Players in groups of three. Player 1 push passes 
the ball to Player 2 who traps the ball, turns and 
push passes to Player 3. Player 3 traps the ball 
and then push passes back to Player 2 who traps 
the ball, turns and push passes to Player 1.
+  Player 2 receives the ball from behind.
activity type = Time based. Count the number 
of consecutive passes and traps made.

Players in groups of three approximately three 
to five metres apart. Player 1 starts the weave 
by passing in front of Player 2 who receives 
the ball while running and passes to Player 3. 
Player 3 passes the ball to Player 1 who passes 
the ball to Player 2 before passing to Player 
3. All players must reach the other side of the 
playing area before turning around.
activity type = Race to completion.

Players in two teams of between six and eight 
each. Teams score by pushing the ball through 
the opposition teams goal. Both teams have two 
or three players positioned on the outside of 
one of the sidelines. When the ball crosses the 
sideline these players can trap and pass the ball 
back into the playing area. no sideline hits.
+  Allow sideline players to go behind the backline 

of the opposition teams goal (n.B. goals can still 
only be scored from within the playing area).

+  A goal can not be scored unless one (or two) 
sideline players touch the ball.

 SeSSion 8 – reCeiving the Ball

Players in two teams of equal numbers. Divide the area 
into two halves. Teams try to ‘capture’ their ball which 
is located behind the backline of the other team. once a 
player crosses into the other teams half they can be tagged 
and they go to ‘jail’ in an area behind the ball. They can be 
set free by being tagged by a team mate and making it back 
safely to their half. To win, a team carry the ball into their 
own half. if a player is tagged while carrying the ball it is 
placed where they were tagged and the player goes to jail. 

Warm up actIvIty       capture the ball

skIll Game       sideline Hockey

 SeSSion 7– PaSSing

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms in front from the body.
•  Bring the stick down early at an angle of 30° to the 

surface with the face pointing forward.
•  Receive the ball near the right foot and on the area just 

above the hook of the stick.
•  Watch the ball onto the stick and don’t move the stick at 

moment of contact.
• Control the ball with one touch.
•  Scan the play situation before receiving to decide on the 

next action (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       Forestick from Front

Prepare to  
receive the ball 
very early and 
watch the ball  
onto the stick.

Hot  
Hint!

• Use the basic grip on reverse stick. 
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms to the left and in front from the body.
• Turn your upper body slightly to the left.
•  Bring the stick down early at an angle of 60° to the surface 

on the reverse stick with the face pointing forward.
• Receive the ball beside the left foot and on the tip of the stick.
•  Watch the ball onto the stick and don’t move the stick at 

moment of contact.
• Control the ball with one touch.
•  Scan the play situation before receiving to decide on the 

next action (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       reverse stick from Front

it is harder for  
your opponent 
to get then ball 

because the body 
protects it.

Hot  
Hint!

startp1

p2
p3

PASS 1

PASS 4

PASS 2

PASS 3

startp1

p2

p3

start

p1 p2

p3 start
p1

p2

p3

key to actIvItIes

Markers

Path of player without 
the ball

Path of ball (push/hit)

Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp
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skIll actIvIty 3       pairs drag skIll actIvIty 4       drag relay

skIll actIvIty 1       drag the leader skIll actIvIty 2       cone drag

elImInatInG 
drag from right to left and left to right9

Players in two to four teams of between four and eight 
each. A central ‘nest’ of balls is placed in the playing 
area. one player from each team runs to the nest and 
dribbles the ball back to their teams nest. When all 
players from a team have collected a ball, their team 
are allowed to ‘steal’ balls from other team’s nests.  
no tackling allowed. The team with the most balls after 
a certain time wins.

Players in one group. All players have a ball  
and dribble around the playing area. When they 
need to change direction to avoid another player 
or the Leader(s) they must use a drag, either:
1. Drag right to left, or;
2. Drag left to right.
Leaders present a passive block/flat tackle for 
players to be able to drag around them.

Players in pairs. Player 1 tries to dribble past 
Player 2 using a drag and then through his/her 
‘goal’ (cones and/or a line) to score a point. 
if Player 1 scores then he/she keeps the ball 
and the players swap ends and Player 1 tries 
to dribble past Player 2 again. if Player 2 
successfully tackles Player 1 he/she can try  
and dribble past Player 1 and score a goal.
activity type = Point scoring.

Players in teams of between four and eight. 
Player 1 dribbles towards the angled cones 
before dragging the ball from left to right past 
the cones and dribbling the ball to Player 2 who 
repeats the dribble.
+  Change the angle of the cones and players 

drag from right to left.
activity type = Race to completion.

Players in teams of between five and eight. 
Player 1 dribbles towards the left of the first 
cone before dragging the ball from left to right 
past the cone. Repeat this dribbling and drag 
for all cones until reaching Player 2 and passing 
the ball to him/her.
activity type = Race to completion  
(players dribbling in both directions).

Players in two teams of equal numbers.  
Team A try and dribble through Team B’s 
squares and into vacant squares. one point for 
players reaching a corner square and three 
points for reaching the middle square.

 SeSSion 9 – eliminating

Warm up actIvIty       rob the nest

skIll Game       drag circuit

• Same starting position as above.

on the run, the ball movement pattern is:
1. A little to the right.
2.  Then in one movement the ball is dragged from right to 

left with the forestick across the defenders feet.
3. Around/past the defender on their forestick.
4. Running pattern is independent from the dribbling pattern.
• Look up regularly to ensure vision of the play situation.

skIll descrIptIon       drag from right to left

Hot  
Hint!

ensure that before you drag the ball to the 
left that you make a short movement to the 
right which is dummy movement to put the 
defender off balance.

skIll descrIptIon       drag from left to right

• Use the basic grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms in front from the body.
•  The stick is at an angle of 60° to the surface with the face 

pointing forward.
• Ball is slightly in front of the body and to the right of the feet.

on the run, the ball movement pattern is:
1. From right to left approx one metre in front of the defender. 
2.  Then in one movement from left to right across the feet 

of defender.
3. Around/past the defender on their reverse stick side.

• The running pattern is independent from the dribbling pattern.
• Look up regularly to ensure vision of the play situation.

Hot  
Hint!

to give a defender less 
chance to reach the ball 
ensure the drag movement 
is as wide as possible.

p1 p2

p1
p2

leader

 team a  team b

key to actIvItIes

Markers
Path of player without 
the ball
Path of ball (push/hit)
Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp
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10a

•  Use the double V grip with the hands positioned together high on the handle.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with the arms extended to the right of the body and 

in front of the left foot on impact.
•  Body weight should be over the left leg with the left knee bent to 90° and the right knee close to the surface.
•  The ball is played from slightly right and in front of the left foot.
•  The stick is almost horizontal at impact with contact made just above the hook.

the movement sequence is:
1. Step with the left foot towards the ball
2. Turn the left shoulder towards the ball
3.  Backswing – the stick goes around the body and not up and then down with left wrist cocking  

(bending backwards)
4. Swing – keeping the head still and eyes on the ball
5. Contact with the back face of the ball
6.  Follow through – the wrists cross over and the stick goes around the body to the left side
•  ensure you have decided on the passing line before you hit the ball.

passInG  
Hit – long Grip

 SeSSion 10 – PaSSing

skIll descrIptIon       long Grip hit

Players in one group. one player and/or a 
Leader is the ‘octopus’ and tries to tag all  
other players who run from one side of the 
playing area to the other. When a player is 
tagged they become ‘seaweed’ and must stand 
still with their arms outstretched. Seaweed can 
now also tag other players.
n.B. All Skill Activities in this session are done 
by all participants in order from 1–4.

Warm up actIvIty       octopus

Hot  
Hint!

ensure you have sufficient distance to the ball to be able to step in with the left foot.  
too far away from ball = ball often being hit from left to right and/or raising the ball.  
too close to the ball = ball often being hit from right to left and/or hitting the ball into the ground.

notE! For this session, participants should learn the long grip hit before the short grip hit. as such, all 
participants should take part in the Skill activities in order, from 1 to 4.

key to actIvItIes

Markers

Path of player without 
the ball

Path of ball (push/hit)

Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp

skIll actIvIty 1       knee Hockey  (long Grip) skIll actIvIty 2       through the Wall  (long Grip)

Groups of up to 12. Player 1 is the ‘hitter’ and 
Players 2–12 are ‘the wall’. Player 1 tries to 
hit the ball past Players 2–12 to score a point. 
Players 2–12 can only move from side to side 
between their cones as can Player 1 between 
his/her cones. if a player in the wall traps the 
ball then he/she swaps with the Player 1 or 
Leaders can rotate the hitter.
+  Remove a player(s) from the wall and make 

him/her an additional hitter(s) allowing them 
to pass to each other.

activity type = Point scoring.

Players in pairs. Player 1 is kneeling on both 
knees and Player 2 is standing. Player 1 hits the 
ball to Player 2 who traps it and gently passes  
(or rolls) the ball back. Player 1 repeats the hit 
from the kneeling position another four times 
before partners swap roles.
+  The kneeling player on the right knee only with 

the left foot in front of the body.
+  Both players are standing to hit and trap the 

ball to each other.
activity type = Time based. Count the number of 
consecutive passes and traps made.

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

p7

RePeAT FoUR TiMeSp1 p2
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•  Use the double V grip with the hands positioned together midway along the handle.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with the arms to the right of the body.
•  The ball is slightly to the right of the body and in front of the left oR right foot.

the movement sequence is:
1. Short step with the left or right foot towards the ball
2. Turn the left shoulder towards the ball
3. Backswing – short and uses the wrist/lower arm to generate
4. Swing – keeping the head still and eyes on the ball
5. Contact with the back face of the ball
6.  Follow through – the upper body rotates to the left, the wrists cross over and the stick face ends 

pointing up.
•  ensure you have decided on the passing line before you hit the ball.

passInG  
Hit – short Grip

 SeSSion 10 – PaSSing

skIll descrIptIon       short Grip hit

Hot  
Hint! the backswing is shorter in this technique which means that there is less time needed for 

passing or a shot at goal.

skIll actIvIty 3       pairs Hit  (short Grip) skIll actIvIty 4       square Hit  (short Grip)

Player 1 hits the ball to Player 2 who traps the 
ball and hits it back to Player 1. Player 2 hits 
the ball to Player 1 who traps the ball and hits it 
back to Player 2.
+  introduce a third player standing between 

Player 1 and 2 to trap, turn and pass the ball.
activity type = Time based. Count the number 
of consecutive passes and traps made in a 
certain period.

Groups of four using two balls. Player 1 hits the 
ball to Player 2 and at the same time Player 3 
hits the ball to Player 4. Then Player 2 hits the 
ball to Player 3 and at the same time Player 4 
hits the ball to Player 1.
+ Change the direction of the pass.
+ introduce a third or fourth ball.
+ Balls can be passed to any player at any time.
activity type = Time based. Count the number 
of consecutive passes and traps made in a 
certain period.

10b

Players in two teams of between six and eight 
each. Both teams stay in their own half and 
try to score a point by hitting the ball over the 
opposition teams back line. Play starts with 
Team A hitting the ball from behind their own 
back line into Team B’s half. Team B try to trap 
the ball and their players can not dribble the ball. 
Team B can then pass the ball to each other up 
to two times before hitting it into Team A’s half. 
if the ball goes out of play over the sideline, the 
team in that half push the ball into play from  
the sideline.

skIll Game       Hockey volleyball  (short Grip)remember to ensure 
participants have learnt the long 
grip hit in Skill activity 1 and 2 
before learning the short grip hit 
in Skill activity 3 and 4.

notE!

PASS 1

PASS 2
PASS 2

PASS 1

p1

p2

p3

p4

team a team b

key to actIvItIes
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skIll actIvIty 3       keepings off skIll actIvIty 4       chase tackle

skIll actIvIty 1       pairs tackle skIll actIvIty 2       pass & tackle

skIll descrIptIon       block/Flat (reverse stick)

• Use the one handed (left hand) grip.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with the arms in front of the body.
•  The stick should be extended by the left arm and at the moment of tackling be no more than 15° to  

the surface.
•  The ball should be positioned in front and to the left of the defenders body to make the tackle.
•  Tackle using the shaft of the stick and do not swing the stick towards the ball.
•  Make the tackle at the last moment and move quickly to a low position to avoid getting stuck  

and eliminated.
• keep watching the ball at all times during the tackle.
•  Scan the play situation once in possession to decide on the next action (vision).

Players in one group. one player and/or a Leader tries 
to tag all other players who run from one side of the 
playing area to the other. When a player is tagged they 
become ‘scarecrows’ and stand with their legs wide 
apart and arms outstretched. other players can then 
free ‘scarecrows’ by crawling through their legs.

Players in pairs. As per Skill Activity 1 “Pairs 
Tackle” but Player 1 passes the ball to Player 2 and 
follows his/her pass. Player 2 traps the ball and 
then tries to dribble past Player 1’s reverse stick.
activity type = Point scoring.

Players in pairs. Player 1 tries to dribble past 
Player 2’s reverse stick and through a ‘goal’ 
(cones and/or a line). if Player 1 scores then he/
she keeps the ball and the players swap ends 
and Player 1 tries to dribble past Player 2 again. 
if Player 2 successfully tackles Player 1 he/she 
can try and dribble past Player and score a goal.
activity type = Point scoring.

Players in groups of between four and six. 
Player 1 is the tackler and Players 2–6 attempt 
to pass the ball to each other without Player 1 
gaining possession. if Player 1 gets possession 
of the ball the player who last touched the ball 
becomes the new tackler.
+  Players 2–6 are not allowed to pass to the 

player next to them.
activity type = Point scoring. Player who is in 
the middle the fewest times.

Players in pairs. Player 1 is the dribbler and 
Player 2 is the tackler. Player 1 tries to score a 
goal by dribbling through his/her goal (cones 
and/or a line). Player 2 starts to the left of 
Player 1 and chases him/her trying to make 
a tackle on the reverse stick. if Player 2 gets 
possession of the ball then he/she can score a 
goal by dribbling through Player 1’s goal.
activity type = Point scoring.

Groups of up to 12. Players A1 and Player A2 
attempt to pass and dribble the ball past 
Players B1–B4 who can only move sideways 
to tackle. if Players B1–B4 get possession of 
the ball he/she can pass the ball outside of the 
playing area and Player 1 or Player 2 collects 
the ball and return to the group.

tacklInG 
block/Flat (reverse stick) 11

 SeSSion 11 – taCkling

Warm up actIvIty       scarecrow tiggy

skIll Game       run the Gauntlet

Shot at goal

key to actIvItIes

Markers

Path of player without 
the ball

Path of ball (push/hit)

Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Playerp

Hot  
Hint!

the one handed block tackle is flexible 
because it can be used on the run and in 
different positions around the body.

p1

p2

p1 p2p1

p2

a1

a2

b1

b2

b3
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p1 p4
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skIll actIvIty 3       switch dribble skIll actIvIty 4       dribble chasey

skIll actIvIty 1       dribble relay skIll actIvIty 2       Flag race

Players in teams of equal numbers. Running races in 
teams weaving in and out of cones.

Players in teams of between four and eight 
each. Player 1 dribbles with two hands on the 
reverse stick to the nearest cone and leaves the 
ball, runs back to his her/her team, collects 
another ball and repeats the process for the 
remaining cones. Player 2 individually dribbles 
(using two hands on the reverse stick) the balls 
left at cones by Player 1 back to his/her team.
+ one hand (reverse stick) + one hand (forestick).
activity type = Race to completion.

Players in teams of between four and eight 
each. Player 1 dribbles a ball with two hands on 
the reverse stick around a cone and dribbles it 
back to their team. All other players repeat this.
+ one hand (reverse stick) + one hand (forestick).
activity type = Time based. Count number of 
completed dribbles in certain period.

Players in one group of up to 12. Players dribble 
around the playing area using a closed dribble. 
on the Leaders commands (voice or whistle) they 
begin to dribble: 1. Two hand (reverse stick), 
2. one hand (reverse stick), 3. one hand (forestick)
+  Leaders prompt the players to race to one side/

corner of the playing area.
activity type = Race to a certain point.

Players in pairs. Player 1 and Player 2 attempt 
to catch and overtake each other while dribbling, 
with two hands on the reverse stick, clockwise 
around two cones. Players score a point each 
time they overtake their partner.
+ one hand (reverse stick) + one hand (forestick).
+ Additional cones/players can be introduced.
activity type = Race to catch other players.

Players in one group. The Leader is the ‘octopus’ 
who tries to tackle the ‘fish’ (Players 1–12) as 
they dribble across the playing area. if the Leader 
tackles a player and pushes his/her ball outside 
the playing area they become ‘seaweed’. They 
must then remain where they were tackled but 
they can tackle other fish. The winner is the last 
fish not to be tagged.
n.B. Use an area approximately the width of all 
the fish with their arms outstretched.
+ one hand (reverse stick) + one hand (forestick).

drIbblInG  
one Hand & two Hands 12

 SeSSion 12 – DriBBling

•  Use the one handed grip with either the left hand 
(forestick and reverse stick) or right hand (forestick).

• Body position is more upright than two handed dribbling.
•  The ball is to the side of the body and slightly in front of the feet.
•  The stick is at an angle of 45° to the surface with the face 

pointing forward.
•  Dribble with the stick in one hand keeping the ball in 

contact with the stick.
•  The ball can be protected with the body during  

dribbling (screening).
• it is important to look up regularly (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       one Handed (Forestick and reverse stick)

Warm up actIvIty       Zig Zag relays

skIll Game       octopus

team a

team b• Use the basic grip on reverse stick.
•  Body position is low (knees bent, leaning forward) with 

the arms to the left of the body.
• The ball is to the left of the body and in front of the feet.
•  The stick is at an angle of 45° to the surface with the face 

pointing forward.
•  As you are running the stick is in constant contact with the ball.
• it is important to look up regularly (vision).

skIll descrIptIon       two Hands closed (reverse stick)

Hot  
Hint!

Dribbling with ball contact on the reverse 
means that the ball is well protected by 
keeping it on the left side of the body.

Hot  
Hint!

the advantage of one handed dribbling is that 
the player runs in a more upright stance than 
with two handed dribbling, allowing greater 
mobility and better vision.

team a

leader

key to actIvItIes

Markers
Path of player without 
the ball
Path of ball (push/hit)
Path of player with the 
ball (dribbling)

Drag

Shot at goal

Playerp
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